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Kremlin is too childish to stop war

29 may 2009

I need the bigger - more intelligent Intercontinental political system – against war!!!
Dmitri Medevdev & Vladimir Putin,

You make things worse in warzone, not better!
Cause: you are too sanctamonious, too naïeve & too childisch....
Startingpoint for thinking:
North-Korea reads my websites and want to stop USA with nuclear-weapons.
•
USA is big threath to Earth, now they collaborate with EU & UN for war in Afghan/Pakistan....,
for more war-power in Israel/Palestina...., for more economical-power in Asia...and more
Blackmail & Bullshitt-power in Africa.
•
USA does not prove on the workfloor itself 'that they implement Int. law during their 'Actions to
stop war on Earth' = USA ignores legal obligations in oder to stop wars.
•
Japan is a threath because they produce robots.
•
Russia ia a threath because they want 'Friendships with EU-dictators', so they close their eyes
when EU-leaders place themselves above the law and cause war.
Type of friendship between RU & USA is still unclear.
RU undertakes some actions to protect Africa against EU, but relationships are vague of war/oillinked.
RU sees International Courts of Law as their enemies, not as possiblities to stop wars or build
better ecnomical systems with.
•
NATO = Now Advanced Terror Occurs
War is an intercontinental political-powered-system
= War is deliberately generated by 'dictator Barbie-dolls'; NO Lobby-ers anymore!

Not 1 country on Earth is brave enough to draw
FLOW-charts + statistics of Institutes that make 'War flow over Earth':
•

How do EU-units cause war?
Which laws do they ignore in order to gain personal power for [dirty] deals?
Where can Simple people lodge complaints on EU-employees that ignore legal obligations?
How can Simple people be sure that EU-employees are educated people?

•

UN-units produce 'speeches' but they never prove in policies, resolutions, systems that they
personally implement all legal obligations.
How can the people remove UN-employees when they prove to be dictators/terrorists?
What can people do when their mail/evidence to UN is being sabotaged?

•

NATO never publishes reports that prove that their local employees or soldiers on a mission
implement international law.
They never prove 'that they have used all available legal-constructions before taking up weapons
& violence'.

•

The same goes for ALL other International Institutes that claim to know 'how democraticprocedures run... or how economical-, financial,- environmental & -political systems run...'.

•

International Courts of Law are very secretive on their activities.
For Simple people its completely unclear 'why procedures take years or decades before results
become visable'. What are the results? Are verdicts/degrees FREE of lobby-activities of
politicians?

•

Russia can build global solutions..., but prefers to continue 'to shuffle War around Earth'!
From Africa ... to Georgia... to North-Korea... to NL in EU....
•
RU ís accountable for distribution of war around Earth. RU is located next to EU and is the first in
line to stop EU & ICC... But RU doesn't want to stop ICC for economical reasons.
This means that RU doesn't want existing conflicts to end. Doesn't want Simple people to
become smart enough to take care of their own NLFs, so the complete social climate on Earth
devellops for the better...

What does Russia want to do...?!?
Maintain 'Punishment-free Friendships with EU-dictators/UN & NATO-creeps'
Really stupid communications
•
Talks with EU & UN as if they are fair institutes. We know that RU lows NATO...
These talks are soo stupid, because 'rebels on Earth are not impressed by the results anymore'.
Take North-Korea:
◦ As long as they only launch rockets on their own soil, the rest of the world has no rights to
criticize them for doing this. RU, USA, India e.a. also 'launch weapons on their own soil'.
◦

Trade-contracts are [dirty]deals – signed everywhere around the World - .
Africa is 'DEAD AID, according NGO-analyzers overthere' = they want fair contracts instead of
the Blackmail- & Bullshit-talks for Fake devellopement.
Haiti & Dominican Republic are still official hidden slavery-countries, with the most crude
systems in the sugar-industry, one can find on Earth.
Only when Western-persons/organizations sign reasonable fair Trade-contracts with NorthKorea, that specific person/organization is entitled to 'demand implementation of Human
Rights and the building of fair court-systems to make sure HRs build themselves in peoplein both countries involved -'.

◦

UN-Security-Council is a TOP-warbuilder! A One-liner-producer....
'Barbie-doll-like politicians produce useless uniform statements against war, decade after
decade'.
Countries that disobey UNSC 'must be punished for doing so'.
WHY?
Western-Dicators-dolls working with UNSC disobey every HR-treaty too!
EU- & USA-leaders - placing themselves above the law - want to be in charge of warzones.
They never punish themselves for 'disobeying UNSC-resolutions, because they make sure
that those punishments are not put into writing in an offial document to stop EU-USAwarmakers with... So nobody can claim 'exercise of UNSC-resolutions against EU & USA'.
RU & Asia is still outsiders within UNSC = always rebellion

◦

RU states:
'We are not against a new resolution against North-Korea, but we do believe
that isolation can not bring Solution & Security in that region...'
This is saying: 'We want EU & USA to punish North-Korea, but we also want those
countries to support Peace-building in N-K'.
Russia want both = war-making + peace-making... Of course you do!
Russia only want to build 'Punishment-free dictator-Friendships'...
N-K is not going to coöperate because they can't handle 'lack of...
▪ education, industry, legislation, transport, trade...and even bureaucracy'
▪ or lack of systems to make all these national systems work for local devellopement.

Make anti-war-politics an intelligent instrument = give me Intercontinal FLOW-charts &
statistics of Institutes for Good-practices only = make Peace-builders visable, ignore Lobby &
Sabotage.
Russia has to make a choice between War or Peace
•
When you don't want to choose, you want War= you can continue on the path you are on now
•
When you want Peace, you first make clear to Earth 'that you want Law-anchored Friendships
with politicians' = From now on, RU only closes deals with persons & organisations that prove
on a daily basis that they implement HRs as they are obliged to do so
= if politicians start to Blackmail- & Bullshit again, RU demands 'new politicians'.
•
International Court-systems MUST be a NR .1 priority for Peace, not last on the list against War.
Have a straightforward day,
desiree stokkel, donkerelaan 39, 2061 jk bloemendaal nederland, 31 23 5279457
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